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 This work examines standard Urdu text to confirm impact of word order in 

the language structure. The complex network approach is used to obtain 

universal properties of two different word co-occurrence networks. Macro 

and micro scale two-fold examinations of networks are performed for 

structure discovery. While preserving the vocabulary size, two networks are 

generated from same text with and without standard word order. In addition, 

text networks are benchmarked with a random network to extract global 

features. Achieved outcomes indicate certain word order in Urdu structure 

for most of the sentences. The normal and shuffled text networks 

demonstrated similar large-scale characteristics. The results show that 

average path length and network diameter is reduced after shuffling. On the 

other hand, clustering coefficient is increased in shuffled text as compared to 

normal text. Our results validated that few short sentences in range of three 

words are fully free order. The observations revealed that long sentences are 

ambiguous without standard order. Both networks are topologically similar 

but shuffling caused massive discrepancy in network composition and 

sentence structure. Inside graph view, grammatical association-based words 

connectivity exists in normal text network. With this universal approach, 

impact of word order in Urdu language is confirmed. Meanwhile, this 

breakthrough directs to uncover language composition by extracting small 

sentences as motifs. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The pioneer linguistic researchers have defined human language as a system of inter-reliant terms. It 

is composed of multiple interconnected linguistic units, commonly known as words. Every word falls out 

uniquely from the synchronized existence of the other words [1]. After deep analysis of this statement, 

linguistic research found a new direction towards revolutionary integration of complex networks. This 

framework has been proven a key approach in transformation of human languages into network for structure 

exploration. Resulting networks are appropriately deployed in advance machine learning and deep learning 

models [2]. Lexical networks bring together correlated components in the complex system of human 

language. These components include characters, words, and sentences depending on the nature of 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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relationships in semantic networks, syntactic dependency networks or co-occurrence networks. Complex 

networks are some state-of-the-art models which exhibit small world property and scale free behaviour [3]. 

Some researchers confirmed small world and scale free properties by examining syntactic dependency 

between linguistic units and words co-occurrence networks construction [4]. Every model of lexical network 

displays complex network properties regardless of design, type and building techniques [5]. The above 

reviewed works have mainly focused on the twofold language network models on macro scale. These large-

scale language structure investigations have successfully discovered the average path length, average clustering 

coefficient and betweenness centrality in a linguistic network [6]. Even without taking in to account 

fundamental grammatical rules and syntax of the languages, the complex network still reflects basic structure of 

the natural languages [7].  

It has been verified through comparison of normalized and shuffled text networks that shuffled text 

can be distinguished from real text with help of some micro features presented in apparently macro scale 

models. Since human language is a highly complex system with some hidden patterns that can be explored 

via universal network techniques to model its complexity in a reliable, predictable, and measurable way [8]. 

Moreover, the massive application of micro, meso and macro scale patterns in a language structure can 

support machine for successfully producing correct sentences [9]. Besides the complex nature and a huge 

number of languages, the process of artificial language generation, content evaluation and translation are 

remarkable in terms of efficiency. The speed and accuracy of linguistic tasks are effect of small world 

structure to some extent. If properly discovered, these detectable patterns in linguistic structures will play an 

important role in language processing, creation, survival and existence as well. However, most of the 

previous research concentrated on English language processing, which resulted in evolution of modern 

English as a highly adopted and rich resource language. On the other hand, some Asian languages remained 

unexplored due to lack of required lexical resources and difficulty in processing. Consequently, most of 

current software and tools are not corresponding to these languages. On the other hand, Urdu is a highly 

spoken language around the world and regarded as national language of Pakistan. However, due to lack of 

sufficient research, this beautiful language is striving for its existence in modern internet era. Previous work 

has declared Urdu as a ‘low resource’ language [10]. Unavailability of required resources is the main reason 

of insufficient structure information of Urdu in current literature. As a result, most of language processing 

tools are incompatible with Urdu text structure and script. We found a dead lock between language 

processing tools and linguistic researchers during problem analysis and literature review [10]. It is observed 

that most of modern programming languages and tools do not properly support Unicode encoding  

UTF-8 [11]. This encoding system contains characters, numbers, and symbols in Persian-Arabic script of 

Urdu also known as Nastalik script [12]. For designing a language model, developers need sufficient 

linguistic resources and fine-grained relevant structural information to achieve the language compatibility 

with natural language processing (NLP) tools. Discovered deadlock cycle that lasted between linguistic 

researchers and NLP tools developers is clarified in Figure 1.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Deadlock between researchers and developers 

 

 

This work aims to break the current cycle in order to open up different routes for innovative 

research on low resource languages. The analysis is conducted while keeping in mind above facts and 

position of low resource, poor languages that are facing some challenges in machine learning. Large amount 

of well-structured and pre-processed training set is a fundamental requirement of current machine learning 

models. Additionally, reliable labelling, significant informative features and powerful framework for 

application of modern techniques are also necessary. To bridge the research gap between Urdu language and 
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contemporary machine learning, we have processed Urdu text for its structure discovery. This commenced 

work will lead to advanced study of Urdu structure within framework of complex networks theory for 

machine learning, deep leaning, and high-tech multilingual tools development. Moreover, there is a demand 

of structure discovery generally in the field of artificial intelligence and specifically, in the area of Urdu 

language processing. This huge gap can be visualized in Figure 2, which demonstrates the requirement of 

structure discovery and big data visualization in machine learning for natural language processing (NLP), 

multilinguistics, and artificial intelligence (AI). 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Requirement of structure discovery in machine learning 

 

 

Structure discovery and big data visualization are basic building blocks to construct machine-

learning models of real-world systems. In early 90’s some relevant work for analysis of random networks 

was introduced in [13] while frequency distribution of words in a random text was investigated by [14]. The 

studies showed frequency distribution of words relevant to Zipfian law’s statement. Therefore, it was 

concluded that in a natural language network, syntactic structure and scale freeness have no interdependence. 

In [15], it was also disovered those two networks of same size generated without specific order (created in 

random way) contain similar properties. Subsequently, another study examined the words frequency and 

sentence size relation in a co-occurrence network through shuffling [16]. This analysis was based on sentences 

taken as nodes and links between collocated nodes. Comparison of two random networks generated with 

syntactic and non-syntactic was investigated to measure the complexity of both networks in [17]. Accordingly, 

complex network structure of random text and linguistically organized text was investigated that determines the 

small world and scale free features in both networks [18]. Some works discussed the impact of word order, 

power law and degree distribution in a weighted network [7], [19], [20]. The aforementioned studies proved that 

in a weighted network of well-structured text, power of high frequency nodes remains equal to nodes in the 

shuffled text [21]. Although most of world languages follow universal features, still their differences are worth 

detecting. Our previous works explored complex network properties of Urdu [22] while two empirical linguistic 

laws are verified to look into statistical attributes of the language [23], [24]. The resulting features motivated to 

broaden investigation of word order in Urdu structure.  

When it comes to overcome the difficulty in structural information extraction, networks have 

already been contributed with minimum preconditions. In this regard, graph theory is applied in different 

research fields to uncover the structure of systems containing connected components. It has strong 

association with so called ‘network analysis’ that played an important role in advancement of existing 

computer age. With increased interest in real world complex systems that are considered as networks, 

implementation of graph theory on such systems is also expanding [25]. Various kinds of networks were 

analysed for complex network properties in different fields. After deep analysis, such networks were 

demonstrating a number of giant components, a certain topological structure, and specific compositional 

patterns besides all core complexity [26]. Some successfully utilized complex networks include biological 

networks, technology networks, roads networks, social networks and most prevalent, language networks [27]. 
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A lot of designing techniques are applied to construct lexical networks. But in case of exploring low resource 

language, it is technically preferable to pick co-occurrence network [28]. In fact, this network operates on co-

existence of words, which is the only well-known relation among components of a plain text [29], [30]. 

 

 

2. FUNDAMENTALS OF NETWORK STRUCTURE 

Any system comprising of connected components is established in the form of a network. Pictorial 

representation of real-world network turns into visual graph of the system. Visualization of resulting graphs 

gives deep insight into hidden patterns of system’s components. Belonging to the field of graph theory, the 

network structure delivers some basic information about the core systems. Here are few comprehensive 

concepts related to network theory that need to explain ahead of its application. A simple graph G is expressed 

as (1). 

 

𝐺 = (𝑉, 𝐸) (1) 

 

The graph G consists of two finite sets V and E containing vertices and edges, respectively. The 

vertices are also called nodes while the connecting edges are commonly known as links. Every edge e ∈ E is 

adjacent to two members ‘v’ and ‘u’ of set V. According to [31], in an undirected graph, 

 

𝑒 = (𝑣, 𝑢)𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 (𝑣, 𝑢) = (𝑢, 𝑣) (2) 

 

2.1. Graph geodesic 

Number of direct edges between two nodes is considered as shortest path from source node to sink 

node [32]. Distance D between i nodes and j edges is symbolized as ‘Dij’ which is in fact shortest path length 

from node i to node j. It is also called geodesic distance. One or more shortest paths may exist between two 

vertices [33]. 

 

2.2. Network density 

In a network, portion of potential connections in actual connections is known as network density. It 

is formulated in [34], [35] as (3). 

 

𝑁𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘 𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 =
𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠

𝑃𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠
 (3) 

 

2.3. Network size 

A network G of density d with N nodes and L links emits size N that is equal to total number of 

nodes. This means network size is total number of nodes in the network [36]. 

 

2.4. Network window 

This threshold value defines number of following co-occurred nodes that are permitted to connect. 

In case of co-occurrence network with predefined window, its window size is considered as maximum 

number of subsequent components, which are linked together to form the network [37].  

 

2.5. Clustering coefficient 

This is measure of nodes tendency in a graph to be clustered together. It can be calculated locally as 

well as globally corresponding to requirements and sort of analysis. In an undirected graph, clustering 

coefficient is equivalent to total number of triangles in the graph. Clustering coefficient in a network can be 

calculated with respect to individual node as local clustering coefficient. Average of all local clustering 

coefficients is taken as global clustering coefficient. Local and global clustering coefficients are calculated 

differently depending on type of the network [38]. The average clustering coefficient of a graph is measured 

with all local clustering coefficient of individual nodes. Clustering coefficient for ‘i’ node in an undirected 

graph is measured as (4). 

 

𝐶𝑖 =
𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑔𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑒𝑑 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒 i

𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑔𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑡𝑜 𝑖𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑛𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑏𝑜𝑟𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒 𝑖
 (4) 

 

The clustering coefficient for the entire graph is measured as average value of all the local clustering 

coefficients as (5). 

 

𝐺𝐶 = ∑ 𝐶𝑖
𝑁
𝑖=1  (5) 
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GC represents global clustering coefficient while Ci is local clustering coefficient and N is number 

of nodes (network size). Value for clustering coefficient remains between 0 to 1. It is described in [39] 

according to (6) and (7).  

 

0 ≤  𝐶𝑖 ≤  1 (6) 

 

0 ≤  𝐺𝐶 ≤  1 (7) 

 

 

3. RESEARCH METHOD 

For further proceeding to application of deep learning techniques on Urdu, it is obligatory to discover 

structural properties of this language first, without getting preoccupied by low resources. Staying on this fact, a 

model of co-occurrence text network is implemented on Urdu text corpus. An open corpus was carefully created 

from local newspapers, poetry books, novels and two religious books Quran and Bible translated in Urdu from 

Arabic and Hebrew, respectively. For this case, open corpus refers to generic text collection instead of discipline 

specific closed corpus. Details of initially collected machine-readable Urdu text are given in Figure 3. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Corpus collection 

 

 

An unannotated corpus is constructed after proper preprocessing and text cleaning [23]. Instead of 

annotation, each word was considered an independent entity regardless of grammer and meaning. Based on 

bag of bigrams model a word co-occurrence network is designed through sliding window technique [22]. 

Resultant network is converted to a graph G having more than 5K words as nodes. Edges are created as 

path/link between every two coexisting words in real word order. Another graph of same size is created from 

shuffled text to compare both networks in Python3.4 using networkx and matplotlib plotting libraries. Then, 

both network graphs are exported to Gephi 0.9.2 for visualization, analysis, and comparison.  

During text cleaning for corpus construction, multiple challenging exceptional features of Urdu 

script such as right to left text direction, multiple word forms, context sensitivity, incorrect spacing, 

undefined word boundary and spelling mistakes were handled using term frequency-inverse document 

frequency (TF-IDF) technique as adopted in [23]. Previously, Urdu was stated a free order language earlier, 

which does not follow certain grammatical rules and particular word order [10]. This misinterpretation was 

because of not performing scientific research for exploration of word order and sentence structure in natural 

Urdu language [40]. In our previous work [22], it was observed that there are some hidden patterns in 

complex topological structure of Urdu network expressed in the form of word order. Specific stable order 

was detected in most of long sentences except for some short sentences. To confirm the existence of well-

preserved word order, we transformed Urdu text into two different co-occurrence networks for its graphical 

exploration. One network is constructed by connecting co-occurred words according to order provided in the 

original text. For example, five words generating a sentence as W1 W2 W3 W4 W5, where W denotes 

specific words and digits indicate position /index of each word in the sentence. The second network is 

constructed from shuffled text by altering original word order randomly. The words association methods in 

normal and shuffled network are shown in Figure 4(a) and (b), respectively.  

In both networks, the same text sample is utilized for evaluation. The size of vocabulary is preserved 

and number of nodes in both networks are equal. Number of nodes are more than 5K in normalized and 

shuffled text network. To confirm small world and scale free property, both networks are compared with 

Erdos-Renyi random graph. Text networks are generated likewise in terms of production method however, 

the text for shuffled network was randomly rearranged. The co-occurrence network graph in default view is 

shown in Figure 5(a) while zoomed view of labeled nodes is displayed in Figure 5(b). 
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(a) (b) 

 

Figure 4. Toy networks; (a) normalized text and (b) shuffled text 

 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 

Figure 5. Co-occurrence network; (a) default layout and (b) zoomed view of labelled nodes 

 

 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Original order of text remained preserved in network of normal text but in the shuffled text network, 

all nodes were readjusted in random way. Although new shuffled network lost typical natural language word 

order, but topological structure still exhibits small world behaviour as shown in Table 1. Apparently reordered 

text network attained lowered diameter as compared to normalized standard network. On the other hand, 

diameter of shuffled network equates the random network. Reduced number of links, diminished communities 

and decreased size of network diameter could be due to the loss of relevancy among co-occurred words. 

Anticipated higher clustering coefficient in shuffled network as compared to normal text differentiates the 

original text from the one without preserved order. Macro scale analysis of both networks on basis of universal 

topological features indicated a strong effect of shuffling through the altered structure. The difference between 

both networks with some underlying structural parameters clarifies that ‘definitely some specific word-order 

exits in Urdu language’. Although order freeness is spotted for few very short sentences only, which means long 

sentences cannot convey accurate connotation/message without a particular word-order. For clarification of the 

outcome, two sample sentences of different size are arranged in figure short sentence composed of three words 

given in Figure 6(a) appears to be almost free of order. Any combination of three words accumulated in the 

sentence seems to covey the similar message. This is a good feature to be used in machine leaning but 

unfortunately, long sentences do not follow this order-free arrangement. A bit longer sentence containing five 

words is considered correct if and only if words are composed in anti clock order starting from upper most word 

as illustrated in Figure 6(b). Although some other word-order combinations can produce correct sentence, but 

appropriate standard composition needs to be regarded in this case. 

 

 

Table 1. Global features of networks 
Properties Normal graph  Shuffled graph Random graph 

No of nodes 5180 5180 5180 

No of Links 101415 101397 101415 

Diameter 5 4 4 
Radius 3 3 3 

Average path length 2.63707629 2.6370723 2.73062725 

Clustering coefficient 0.386 0.399 0.007 

Number of communities 11 8 1 
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(a) (b) 
 

Figure 6. Word order; (a) short sentence and (b) long sentence 
 
 

Although the global features and examined sentence structure are distinguishing between ordered 

and shuffled networks. By putting some extra effort on both networks for deeply examining individual nodes 

and links inside networks, few more interesting patterns are detected. As different hubs (centred nodes) in 

both networks are filtered along with immediate neigbours, subgraphs in both networks display major 

difference. This process helped in examining network’s structure and nodes behaviour on micro level. Not 

only immediate neighbours are diverse in both networks in terms of connectivity, but shuffling has also 

wiped out the grammatical association among nodes. In shuffled network, linked nodes neither present any 

grammatical association with centerd word (hub) nor display any relevance to each other. While nodes are 

grammatically attached to hub as well as topically correlated with other connected words in normal text 

netwok. A little insight into both networks revealed that words in shuffled network were linked without 

grammatical association. Due to lack of association among connected words, nodes association remained 

random and unobvious. However, the nodes in normal text network were revealing some grammatical 

relationships among most of adjacent links. Not all but somehow, most of direct neighbors to centred node 

were topically relevant to hub as well. On deep analysis of centered nodes (hubs), it is observed that the 

immediate neigbours not only differ in both networks but also reveal consistent behaviour subject to the 

network. To further clarify the observed patterns, we illustrate it by focusing on unique targeted node (  (خدا 

which is a word from original Urdu text. The centred node is Urdu word for ‘God’ and it is linked with words 

‘obidience’, ‘repent’, ‘creature’, ‘reward’, ‘believers’, ‘mighty’, ‘grateful’, ‘blessings’ and ‘creator’. Every 

node when analysed makes sense that it is directly connected to its co-occurred words from same context. 

The immediate neighbours are not only associated on the bases of coexistence in the text, but labels of nodes 

reflect their grammatical connection, context cantered organization and topic relevancy with the hub as well 

as with each other. This association is lost in shuffled network as indicated in Figure 7(a) that the same word 

is connected with fewer nodes. The word ‘God’ has only three immediate neibour nodes with lable ‘wide’, 

‘sentences’ and ‘throat’ which appear to be less interrelated on basis of context. The centered node and 

immidaite neighbors in both text networks are presented in Figure 7(a) and (b). 

 
 

  
(a) (b) 

 

Figure 7. Centered word with associated nodes; (a) shuffled text and (b) normal text 
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Mainly three basic structural differences are found from micro scale analysis of isolated subnetwork in 

both graphs. The analysed nodes are different in terms of node degree, centrality, and topic relationship among 

linked nodes as well as with centred nodes. The studied nodes are hubs in normal text due to high degree while in 

shuffled text, number of links to the nodes have been significantly reduced. Consequently, nodes degree 

distribution patterns evolved from hierarchical to marginally randomized manner after shuffling. These phenomena 

also confirm the existance of word order in topological and grammatical structure of Urdu language. 
 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

In this work, two co-occurrence networks of normal text and shuffled text are constructed from Urdu 

corpus written in Nastalik script. The corpus is collected from four machine-readable text sources; Urdu 

books, Newspapers, Holy Quran, and Holy Bible. Bag of bigram model is developed for words networks 

construction. Afterwards, the text networks composed of more than five thousand words each are 

transformed to graph. With graph visualization and statistical analysis, impact of word order is examined to 

verify that Urdu is not a free order language. It is found that global features of both networks exhibit small 

world and scale free properties. However, shuffeling reformed the words connection patterns. The results 

based on empirical data and graph visualization confirmed that Urdu holds solid word order. After deeply 

investigating both networks, it is analyzed that shuffling evaporated grammatical associations among 

connected words. The study suggests that Urdu cannot be treated as a fully free order language. In this 

regard, Urdu needs to be investigated for understandable structural patterns in its word order. This study can 

be expanded by applying state-of-the-art structure mining techniques on Urdu text. For future research, we 

recommend motifs extraction algorithm involving motifs frequency to capture appropriate word order in 

Urdu sentence structure including stop words. 
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